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1

OX Documents v7.10.2

1.1

Intention of this Document
This document provides an overview of the new web frontend features, backend
improvements and other changes coming with this minor release of OX
Documents, v7.10.2.
The purpose of this document is to inform Open-Xchange customers and
partners about the main changes that have been made in this release.

1.2

Key Benefits of OX Documents v7.10.2
Open-Xchange is pleased to announce the release of OX Documents v7.10.2.
Keeping in line with Open-Xchange’s end-user strategy OX Documents 7.10.2
contains many enhancements designed specifically for the user and the user
experience.
Major enhancements in OX Documents 7.10.2 include:
•

Edit documents in new browser tabs – To allow simultaneous
document editing and multitasking, documents are now edited in a
separate browser tab.

•

New alignment guides in OX Presentation – With new alignment
guides in OX Presentation it is now easier to create better looking
presentations as these guides help to place objects on slides precisely.

•

See more information about photos (Exif) – Digital images contain
certain data about the photos such as camera model, aperture, exposure
time, focal length, ISO speed and more. This can now be viewed.
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2

New Browser Tabs

2.1

Own Browser Tabs for OX Documents
Often there is a need to edit an email and a document at the same time. This
can now be accomplished by working with documents in their own browser
tabs. The different browser tabs can now easily be arranged such that they
can be viewed side by side. This makes editing an email and/or different
documents simultaneously much easier.

OX Mail and OX Spreadsheet in two browser tabs

This new browser tab feature also makes it easy to switch back and forth
between multiple documents. A document icon in the tab helps to identify the
three different document types:

OX Mail browser tab and three document browser tabs
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A new browser tab automatically opens whenever a document is edited, or the
office apps are used. Here are a few examples:

2.2

•

Click OX Text, OX Spreadsheet or OX Presentation in the App
Launcher.

•

Double-click or “edit” a document in OX Drive.

•

Create a new text documents, spreadsheet or presentation in OX Drive.

•

Edit an email, calendar address book or task attachment (“Edit as
new”).

•

Select “new” or “open document” from the “Files” tab within OX Text,
OX Spreadsheet or OX Presentation.

•

Click “edit” when viewing a document in the OX Documents Viewer.

Characteristics of the New Browser Tabs
Documents in browser tabs do have some specific characteristics compared to
the general OX App Suite browser tab:
•

Notification, app launcher and update icon are removed. These features
are only available in the general OX App Suite tab.

•

The document titled is displayed in the top bar. The title can be edited
directly in the top bar.

•

Closing the document can be done in two ways: Close the browser tab or
close the document via the document close option. If the document close
is used, the related OX Documents landing page is automatically
opened, after the document is closed.
Note: OX Documents AutoSave feature ensures that all edits are
automatically saved.

•

New documents can be created, or existing documents can be opened
from the “Files” menu tab within OX Text, OX Spreadsheet or OX
Presentation.
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•

“Show in Drive” switches to the general OX App Suite tab.
Note: This feature is not supported on Firefox and Edge.

•

If signed out of OX App Suite in a document browser tab, the user must
re-login back in the OX App Suite main tab to start a new session.

•

The new browser tab handling is not activated on Internet Explorer 11
and mobile browsers.

3

General Improvements and Design Changes

3.1

New Alignment Guides in OX Presentation
With new alignment guides in OX Presentation it is now easier to create better
looking presentations as these guides help to place objects on slides precisely.
They appear when an object is dragged onto a slide in alignment with, or
equidistant to, another object. Users can turn the guides off and on as needed
in the “View” dropdown. The guides can also be deactivated by pressing the
“ALT” key (Win) or the “CMD” (Mac) when resizing or moving objects.
Guides are shown in the following cases:
•

When an object’s center aligns with another object’s center or the center
of the slide.

•

When an object’s edges align with another object’s edge or an edge of
the slide.

•

When an object matches another object’s size in a particular dimension
(for example, height).

•

When objects have the same distance from the slide edge or center (see
screenshot below).
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Red alignment guides

3.2

Color Toolbar Icons Show Last Used Color
The behavior of toolbar icons to change the color of text, cells, borders, etc. has
been updated. The toolbar icon now shows the last used color and not the color
of the cursor selection. With this change, the user can easily apply the same
color without using the dropdown. The dropdown with the color picker is now
only used if a different color is needed.

Text color control with two click targets: Last used color and color picker

3.3

Check Spelling in a Different Language
OX Text can check spelling in different languages. If a document contains text
that is in a different language, other than the one that is normally used, there is
now an easy way to change the language via context menu.
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Context menu for spell checking

The context menu provides the following languages:
•

All languages that have recently been used

•

“None”, if no spell checking is needed

In addition, this context menu can also contain:

3.4

•

The user interface language, if this language is different

•

All languages that are used in the document, if not already available

Embed Image from URL
OX Documents offers an option to insert an image from an external URL.
Unfortunately, these URLs can change over time, which makes the image
inaccessible. Therefore, images from a URL are now embedded in the
document and are always viewable even without an Internet connection.
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4

OX Documents Viewer

4.1

Preview Improvements
Viewing of documents is a key feature within OX App Suite and is possible
wherever documents are used, i.e. in OX Drive, in email attachments or in
appointments or tasks.
With OX App Suite v7.10.1, Open-Xchange already provided significant
improvements in the following areas:
•

Time to convert a document to PDF – The faster a PDF can be created,
the less time the user has to wait to view the document.

•

Size of the PDF – Smaller PDFs take less time to be downloaded and
displayed.

•

Structure of the PDF – Linearized PDFs can be loaded and displayed in
chunks; this allows them to display the first page while the remaining
pages are still being downloaded.

•

Reliability of the conversion process – Documents can be very complex
and might lead to conversion errors in the OX Document Converter.

OX App Suite v7.10.2 provides even further improvements in the OX
Documents Viewer:

4.2

•

Office documents are now pre-converted to PDF automatically on
document upload. So, viewing the document is even faster because the
conversion to PDF is already done.

•

Office documents as mail attachments are also pre-converted to PDF,
which allows for the faster viewing of attachments.

More Information about Photos (Exif)
With the digital cameras boom a lot more photos were taken/produced than
ever before. Even smartphones provided the ability to take high-quality photos.
One of the advantages of digital photos is that they store certain data about the
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photo. This data is called “Exif data” and stands for “Exchangeable Image
Format”. It includes photo information such as camera model, aperture,
exposure time, focal length, ISO speed and more.
OX App Suite now displays the most important Exif data of a photo in the details
view of OX Drive and the OX Documents Viewer:
•

File size

•

Image size

•

Device make

•

Device model

•

Shot details (aperture, exposure time, focal length)

•

ISO

•

Capture date

Details view with Exif data
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5

Administration, Technical Extensions, Plug-ins, etc.

5.1

Config Option for Browser Tab Behavior
The browser tab behavior can be enabled or disabled in OX App Suite v7.10.2.
More information can be found under:
https://documentation.open-xchange.com/7.10.2/ui/configuration/settings-listof.html

5.2

Config Option for Document Pre-Conversion
OX App Suite v7.10.2 provides a new setting to activate pre-conversion for
documents and email attachments. More information can be found under:
https://documentation.open-xchange.com/7.10.2/ui/configuration/settings-listof.html
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